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Abstract—Spreadsheet software is the tool of choice for interactive ad-hoc data management, with adoption by billions of users. However, spreadsheets are not scalable, unlike database systems. On the other hand, database systems, while highly scalable, do not support interactivity as a first-class primitive. We are developing DATA SPREAD, to holistically integrate spreadsheets as a front-end interface with databases as a back-end datastore, providing scalability to spreadsheets, and interactivity to databases, an integration we term presentational data management (PDM). In this paper, we make the first step towards this vision: developing a storage engine for PDM, studying how to flexibly represent spreadsheet data within a database and how to support and maintain access by position. We first conduct an extensive survey of spreadsheet use to motivate our functional requirements for a storage engine for PDM. We develop a natural set of mechanisms for flexibly representing spreadsheet data and demonstrate that identifying the optimal representation is NP-hard; however, we develop an efficient approach to identify the optimal representation from an important and intuitive subclass of representations. We extend our mechanisms with positional access mechanisms that don’t suffer from cascading update issues, leading to constant time access and modification performance. We evaluate these representations on a workload of typical spreadsheets and spreadsheet operations, providing up to 50% reduction in storage, and up to 50% reduction in formula evaluation time.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are witnessing an increasing availability of data across a spectrum of domains, necessitating interactive ad-hoc management of this data: a business owner may want to manage customer data and invoices, a scientist experimental measurements, and a fitness enthusiast heart rate and activity traces. However, while there are two major software paradigms for supporting interactive ad-hoc data management—spreadsheets and databases—neither of them fulfill the desired requirements, as we illustrate using two real use-cases below:

Example 1 (Using Spreadsheets for Genomic Data Analysis). During the course of genomic data analysis, biologists, such as our collaborators at the KnowEnG center at Mayo Clinic, generate data describing genomic variants as VCF (variant cell format) files, akin to CSV files. These VCF files are large, with tens of millions of rows and hundreds of columns, plus a raw size of many gigabytes. Unfortunately, many biologists, like scientists in many other domains, are adept at using spreadsheet software, but are not comfortable enough with programming to use databases. To interactively explore or browse their VCF data, they struggle to load such files into spreadsheet software: e.g., Microsoft Excel limits uploaded datasets to 1M rows and Google Sheets to 2M cells. And even when one can load large datasets, these tools become sluggish and unresponsive. In fact, many biologists are unable to explore the datasets they themselves create, instead sending them to bioinformatics collaborators to analyze.

Example 2 (Using Databases for Customer Management). The owner of a small retail startup in Champaign, Illinois created a MySQL database for managing customers and sales, organized in a schema comprising 15 tables. There are several actions that he and his staff would like to routinely perform, such as insert (customers), modify (due dates of invoices), filter (overflow invoices), join (invoices and payments), and aggregate (the total amounts). To perform these operations without requiring SQL, he has to employ a programmer to develop database applications. Instead, he wants to interactively manipulate data for ad-hoc operations, but no such tools exist.

As these common use cases demonstrate, we are critically lacking a solution for interactive ad-hoc management of data. On the one hand, spreadsheet software, while being heralded as a prime example of a direct manipulation tool, lacks scalability, due to its inability to operate on datasets that go beyond main memory capabilities, and expressiveness, since its formulae only operate on one cell at a time, necessitating complex means (e.g., VLOOKUP) to orchestrate simple operations like joins. On the other hand, while databases provide both scalability and expressiveness, they lack support for direct manipulation vital for interactive ad-hoc data management. Thus, users access databases either via pre-programmed database applications (Figure 1), or SQL clients (Figure 2), which only support operations on entire relations at a time, as opposed to directly interacting with data for ad-hoc updates and analysis. To this end, there has been a number of papers on making databases usable, e.g., [20], [28], [24], [19, 3], but this research has not witnessed widespread adoption.

To address this, we are building a system, DATA SPREAD, with spreadsheets as a front-end interface, and databases as
a back-end datastore, with dual objectives: (i) allowing users to manipulate data from databases on a spreadsheet interface, without relying on pre-programmed applications or SQL clients—thereby enabling interactive ad-hoc data management for a database, while (ii) operating on datasets not limited by main memory—thereby addressing the key limitation of present-day spreadsheets. We call this new research direction of holistically integrating spreadsheets and databases presentational data management (PDM). In PDM, using a system like DATASpread, a user can view, analyze, and manipulate data in a presentational (i.e., spatial) interface (Figure 1a,b), in addition to standard approaches (Figure 1b,c). They can import large tables (e.g., VCF files) from/to the interface or database, and arrange them on the interface. They can also operate at various granularities, embodying the principles of direct manipulation [34]—from cells (like a spreadsheet) to tables (like a database)—adding computation in the form of formulae or queries as part of the interface, in addition to data. This can result in various forms of arrangement of data, ranging from structured tables, reports, and forms, to ad-hoc presentations of data embedded with computation. They can also refer to data by tables or attributes (as in a database) or position (as in a spreadsheet). While we primarily focus on spreadsheets, similar considerations apply for other presentational interfaces for interactive ad-hoc data management.

While developing DATASpread is a multi-year vision, we have already made significant headway, with a functional prototype (see http://dataspread.github.io). In this paper, we focus on the following fundamental question—how do we develop a storage manager to support presentational data management (PDM)?

Requirements for a PDM Storage Engine. In developing a storage engine for PDM, we conduct a survey and user study (Section III) to characterize two key functional requirements for such a storage engine to support the direct manipulation of data in a presentational interface (such as a spreadsheet):

(i) Presentational Awareness. A storage engine for PDM must be aware of the layout of data within the spreadsheet interface and be flexible enough to adapt to various ad-hoc modalities users might choose to lay out and manage data (and queries) on spreadsheets, ranging from fully structured tables, to data scattered across the spreadsheet, along with formulae.

(ii) Presentational Access. A storage engine for PDM must support access of a range of data by position: for example, users may scroll to a certain region of the spreadsheet, or a formula may access a range of cells; this access must be supported as a first-class primitive.

Challenges in Supporting PDM. In supporting these functional requirements, our first set of challenges emerge in how we can flexibly represent presentational information within a database. A user may manage several table-like regions within a spreadsheet, interspersed with empty rows or columns, along with formulae. One option is to store the spreadsheet as a single relation, with tuples as spreadsheet rows, and attributes as spreadsheet columns—this can be very wasteful due to sparsity. Another option is to store the filled-in cells as key-value pairs: [(row #, column #), value]; this can be effective for sparse spreadsheets, but is wasteful for dense spreadsheets with well-defined tables. One can imagine hybrid representation schemes using both “dense” and “sparse” schemes, as well as those that take access patterns, e.g., via formulae, into account. Unfortunately, we show that it is NP-HARD to identify the optimal representation.

Our second set of challenges emerge in supporting and maintaining presentational access. Say we use a single relation to record information about a sheet, with one tuple for each spreadsheet row, and one attribute for each spreadsheet column; with an additional attribute that records the spreadsheet row number. Now, inserting a single row in the spreadsheet can lead to an expensive cascading update of the row numbers of all subsequent rows; thus, we must develop techniques that allow us to avoid this issue. Moreover, we need positional indexes that can access a range of rows at a time, say, when a user scrolls to a certain region of the spreadsheet. While one could use a traditional index (e.g., a B+ tree) on the attribute corresponding to row number, the cascading update makes it hard to maintain such an index across edit operations.

Our Contributions. In this paper, we address the aforementioned challenges in developing a scalable storage manager for PDM. Our contributions are the following:

1. Understanding Present-day Solutions for PDM. We perform an empirical study of four spreadsheet datasets plus a user survey to understand how spreadsheets are presently used for data manipulation and analysis (Section II).

2. Abstracting the Functional Requirements. Based on our study, we define our conceptual data model, as well as the operations necessary for PDM (Section III).

3. Primitive Representation Schemes for PDM. We propose four primitive data models that implement the conceptual data model, and demonstrate that they represent “optimal extreme choices” (Section IV-B).

4. Near-Optimal Hybrid Representation Schemes for PDM. We develop a space of hybrid data models, utilizing these primitive data models, and demonstrate that identifying the optimal hybrid is NP-HARD (Section IV-C); we further develop multiple PTIME solutions that provide near-optimality (Section IV-D), plus greedy heuristics (Section IV-E), and show that they can be incrementally maintained (Section IV-F).

5. Presentational Access Schemes for PDM. We develop
solutions to maintain positional information, while reducing the impact of cascading updates (Section V).

6. Prototype of DATA SPREAD. We have developed a fully functional prototype of DATA SPREAD, and describe its functionalities that go beyond the storage manager (Section VI).

7. Experimental Evaluation. We evaluate our data models and presentational access schemes on a variety of real-world and synthetic datasets, demonstrating that our storage engine is scalable and efficient (Section VII). We also conduct a small qualitative evaluation to illustrate how DATA SPREAD can handle the use-cases described earlier.

Related Work. While there have been attempts at combining spreadsheets and relational database functionality, ultimately, all of these attempts fall short because they do not let spreadsheet users perform ad-hoc data manipulation operations [46], [47], [26]; there have also been efforts that enhance spreadsheets or databases without combining them e.g., [37]. We describe this and other related work in detail in Section VIII.

II. UNDERSTANDING CURRENT SOLUTIONS FOR PDM

We now perform an empirical study to characterize the functional requirements for a storage engine for PDM. We hypothesize that understanding the present-day use of spreadsheets for managing data is a suitable proxy for understanding the requirements of PDM; of course, since current spreadsheets are limited to those that can be manipulated in current software, they are smaller than what we aim to support in DATA SPREAD.

We focus on two aspects: (i) identifying how users structure data on the interface, and (ii) understanding common interface operations. To do so, we first retrieve spreadsheets from four sources and quantitatively analyze them on different metrics. We supplement this analysis with a small-scale user survey to understand the spectrum of operations frequently performed. The latter is necessary since we do not have a readily available trace of user operations (e.g., how often do users add rows).

We first describe our methodology for both these evaluations, before diving into our findings.

A. Methodology

As described above, we have two forms of evaluation.

1) Real Spreadsheet Datasets

For our evaluation of real spreadsheets, we assemble the following four datasets from a wide variety of sources.

Internet. This dataset of 53k spreadsheets was generated by using Bing to search for .xls files, using a variety of keywords. As a result, these 53k spreadsheets vary widely in content, ranging from tabular data to images.

ClueWeb09. This dataset of 26k spreadsheets was generated by extracting .xls file URLs from the ClueWeb09 [10] crawl.

Enron. This dataset was generated by extracting 18k spreadsheets from the Enron email dataset [23]. These spreadsheets were used to exchange data within the Enron corporation.

Academic. This dataset was collected from an academic institution using spreadsheets to manage administrative data. We list these four datasets in Table I. The first two datasets are primarily meant for data publication: thus, only about 29% and 42% of these sheets (column 3) contain formulae, with the formulae occupying less than 3% of the total number of non-empty cells for both datasets (column 5). The third dataset is primarily meant for email-based data exchange, with a similarly low fraction of 39% of these sheets containing formulae, and 3.35% of the non-empty cells containing formulae. The fourth dataset is primarily meant for data analysis, with a high fraction of 91% of the sheets containing formulae, and 23.26% of the non-empty cells containing formulae.

2) User Survey

To evaluate the kinds of operations performed on spreadsheets, we solicited 30 participants from industry who exclusively used spreadsheets for data management, for a qualitative user survey. This survey was conducted via an online form, with the participants answering a small number of multiple-choice and free-form questions, followed by the authors aggregating the responses.

B. Structure Evaluation

We begin by asking: how do users structure data in PDM? Is the data typically organized and structured into tables, or is it largely unstructured? Does the type of structure depend on the intended use-case?

Across Spreadsheets: Data Density. To evaluate whether real spreadsheets are similar to structured relational data, we first we estimate the density of each sheet, defined as the ratio of the number of filled-in cells to the number of cells within the minimum bounding rectangular box enclosing the filled-in cells. We depict the results in the last two columns of Table I: the spreadsheets in Internet, Clueweb09, and Enron are typically dense, i.e., more than 50% of the spreadsheets have density greater than 0.5. On the other hand, for Academic, a high proportion (greater than 60%) of the spreadsheets have density values less than 0.2. This low density is because the latter dataset embeds many formulae and uses forms to report data in a user-accessible interface.

Takeaway 1 (Presentational Awareness): Structure in PDM can vary widely, from highly sparse to highly dense, necessitating data models that can adapt to such variations.

Within a Spreadsheet: Tabular regions. We further analyzed the sparse spreadsheets to evaluate whether there are regions within them with high density—essentially indicating that these are structured tabular regions. To do so, we first constructed a graph of the filled-in cells within each spreadsheet, where two cells (i.e., nodes) have an edge between them if they are adjacent. We then computed the connected components of this graph. We declare a connected component to be a tabular region if it spans at least two columns and five rows, and has a density of at least 0.7, defined as before. In Table I for each dataset, we list the total number of identified tabular regions (column 8) and the fraction of the total filled-in cells that are captured within these tabular regions (column 9). In Figure 3 we plot the distribution of tables across our datasets. For Internet, ClueWeb09, and Enron, we observe that greater than 60% of the cells are part of tabular regions. For Academic, where the sheets are rather sparse, there still are a modest
number of regions that are tabular (286 across 636 sheets).

We next characterize the connected components by understanding how they conform to a tabular structure. To study this, we estimate the *density* of each connected component, defined as the ratio of the number of filled-in cells to the number of cells within the minimum bounding rectangular box enclosing the connected component. Figure 4 depicts the density distribution of connected components. We note that across all the four data sets the connected components are very dense, specifically more than 80% of the spreadsheets have density greater than 0.8.

**Takeaway 2 (Presentational Awareness):** Even within a single spreadsheet, there is often high skew; with areas of high and low density, indicating the need for fine-grained data models that can treat these regions differently.

### C. Operation Evaluation

We now ask: What kinds of operations do users naturally perform in PDM? How often do users employ data manipulation operations? Or analysis operations, e.g., formulae? How do users refer to the portions of data in the operations?

**Popularity: Formulae Usage.** Formulae use is common, but there is a high variance in the fraction of cells that are formulae (see column 5 in Table I), ranging from 1.3% to 23.26%. We note that Academic embeds a high fraction of formulae since their spreadsheets are used primarily for data management as opposed to sharing or publication. Despite that, all of the datasets have a substantial fraction of spreadsheets where the formulae occupy more than 20% of the cells (column 4)—20.26% and higher for all datasets.

**Takeaway 3 (Presentational Access):** Formulae are very common, with over 20% of the spreadsheets containing a significant fraction of over $\frac{1}{5}$ of formulae. Optimizing for the access patterns of formulae when developing data models is crucial.

**Formulae Distribution and Patterns.** Next, we study the distribution of formulae used within spreadsheets—see Figure 5. Not surprisingly, arithmetic operations (ARITH, LN, SUM) are very common, along with conditional formulae (IF, ISBLK). Overall, there is a wide variety of formulae that span both a small number of cell accesses (e.g., arithmetic), as well as a large number of them (e.g., SUM, VLOOKUP). Moreover, these formulae typically access a small number of rectangular region, i.e., an area defined by a set of contiguous rows and columns, at a time (column 11). Many of the formulae used ended up reproducing relational operations (e.g., VLOOKUP for joins).

To gain a better understanding of how much effort is necessary to execute these formulae, we measure the number of cells accessed by each formula. Then, we tabulate the average number of cells accesses per formula in column 10 of Table I for each dataset. As we can see in the table, the average number of cells accesses per formula is not small—up to 300+ cells per formula for Internet, and about 140+
There are several common operations performed by spreadsheet users including scrolling, row and column modification, and editing individual cells.

Our second goal for performing the study was to understand how users organize their data. We asked each participant if their data is organized in well-structured tables, or if the data scattered throughout the spreadsheet, on a scale of 1 (not organized)–5 (highly organized)—see Figure 6. Only five participants marked < 4 which indicates that users do organize their data on a spreadsheet (column 5). We also asked the importance of ordering of records in the spreadsheet on a scale of 1 (not important)–5 (highly important). Unsurprisingly, only five participants marked < 4 for this question (column 6). We also provided a free-form textual input where multiple participants mentioned that ordering comes naturally to them and is often taken for granted while using spreadsheets.

Figure 6: Operations performed on spreadsheets.

Takeaway 4 (Presentational Access and Awareness): Formulae on spreadsheets access cells on the spreadsheet by position; some common formulae such as \textit{SUM} or \textit{VLOOKUP} access a rectangular range of cells at a time. The number of cells accessed by these formulae can be quite large, and most of these cells stem from contiguous areas of the spreadsheet.

Takeaway 5 (Presentational Access and Awareness): There are several common operations performed by spreadsheet users including scrolling, row and column modification, and editing individual cells.

Takeaway 6 (Presentational Awareness): Spreadsheet users typically try to organize their data as far as possible on the spreadsheet, and rely heavily on the ordering and presentation of the data on their spreadsheets.

III. DATA PRESENTATION MANAGER

Given our findings on presentational awareness and access, we now abstract out the functional requirements of the data presentation manager, the storage engine for PDM. We abstract out the presentational interface of a spreadsheet, as a conceptual data model, as well as the operations supported on it; concrete implementations will be described in subsequent sections. We will then describe our DATASPREAD prototype to place these requirements in context.

Conceptual Data Model. A spreadsheet consists of a collection of cells, referenced by two dimensions: row and column. Columns are referenced using letters A, \ldots, Z, AA, \ldots; while rows are referenced using numbers 1, \ldots. Each cell contains a value, or formula. A value is a constant; \textit{e.g.}, in Figure 7 (a DATASPREAD screenshot), B2 (column B, row 2) contains the value 10. In contrast, a formula is a mathematical expression that contains values and/or cell references as arguments, to be manipulated by operators or functions. For example, in Figure 7 cell F2 contains the formula =\textsc{AVERAGE}(B2:C2)+D2+E2, which unrolls into the value 85. In addition to a value or a formula, a cell could also additionally have formatting associated with it; \textit{e.g.}, width, or font. For simplicity, we ignore formatting aspects, but these aspects can be easily captured without significant changes.
We now describe the high-level problem of representation of spreadsheet data within a database; we will concretize this problem later. We focus on one spreadsheet, but our techniques seamlessly carry over to the multiple spreadsheet case.

A. High-level Problem Description
The conceptual data model corresponds to a collection of cells, represented as \( C = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_m\} \); as described previously, each cell \( C_i \) corresponds to a location (i.e., a specific row and column), and has some contents—either a value or a formula. Our goal is to represent and store \( C \), via one of the physical data models, \( \mathbb{P} \). Each \( T \in \mathbb{P} \) corresponds to a collection of relational tables \( \{T_1, \ldots, T_p\} \). Each table \( T_i \) records the data in a certain portion of the spreadsheet. Given \( C \), a physical data model \( T \) is said to be recoverable with respect to \( C \) if for each \( C_i \in C \), there exists precisely one \( T_j \in T \) such that \( T_j \) records the data in \( C_i \). Our goal is to identify physical data models that are recoverable.

At the same time, we want to minimize the amount of storage required to record \( T \), i.e., we would like to minimize \( \text{size}(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} \text{size}(T_i) \). Moreover, we would like to minimize the time taken for accessing data using \( T \), i.e., the access cost, which is the cost of accessing a rectangular range of cells for formulae (takeaway 4) or scrolling (takeaway 5), both common operations. And we would like to minimize the time taken to perform updates, i.e., the update cost, which is the cost of updating cells, and the insertion and deletion of rows and columns.

We begin by considering the setting where the physical data model \( T \) has a single relational table, i.e., \( T = \{T_1\} \). We develop three ways of representing this table—we call them primitive data models—drawn from prior work, each of which works well for a specific structure of spreadsheet (Section IV-B). Then, we extend this to the setting where \( |T| > 1 \) by defining hybrid data models with multiple tables each of which uses one of the three primitive data models to represent a certain portion of the spreadsheet (Section IV-C). Given the high diversity of structure within spreadsheets and high skew (takeaway 2), having multiple primitive data models, and the ability to use multiple tables, gives us substantial presentational awareness.

B. Primitive Data Models
Our primitive data models represent trivial solutions for spreadsheet representation with a single table. Before we describe these data models, we discuss a small wrinkle that affects all of these models. To capture a cell’s position we need to record a row and column number with each cell. Say we use an attribute to capture the row number for a cell. Then, any insertion or deletion of rows requires cascading updates to the row number attribute for cells in all subsequent rows. As it turns out, all of the data models we describe here suffer from
performance issues arising from cascading updates, but the solution to deal with this issue is similar for all of them, and will be described in Section V. Thus, we focus here on storage and access cost. Also, note that the access and update cost of data models depends on whether the underlying database is a row or a columnar store. We use a row store, which our DATA SPREAD implementation employs, and is suitable for a hybrid read-write setting. We now describe the primitive data models:

**Row-Oriented Model (ROM).** The row-oriented data model is akin to the traditional relational data model. We represent each row from the sheet as a separate tuple, with an attribute for each column Col1, ..., Colc_{max}, where Colc_{max} is the largest non-empty column, and an additional attribute for explicitly capturing the row number, i.e., RowID. The schema for ROM is: ROM(RowID, Col1, ..., Colc_{max})—we illustrate the ROM representation of Figure 7 in Figure 8(a): each entry is a pair corresponding to a value and a formula, if any. For dense spreadsheets that are tabular (takeaways 1 and 2), this data model can be quite efficient in storage and access, since each row number is recorded only once, independent of the number of columns. Overall, ROM shines when entire rows are accessed at a time. It is also efficient for accessing a large range of cells at a time.

**Column-Oriented Model (COM).** The second representation is the transpose of ROM. Often, we find that certain spreadsheets have many columns and relatively few rows, necessitating such a representation. The schema for COM is: COM(Col1ID, Row1, ..., Rowc_{max})—Figure 8(b) illustrates the COM representation of Figure 7. Like ROM, COM shines for column-oriented operations, COM shines for column-oriented operations.

**Row-Column-Value Model (RCV).** The Row-Column-Value Model is inspired by key-value stores, where the Row-Column-Value Model (RCV). The RCV representation for Figure 7 is provided in Figure 8(c). For sparse spreadsheets often found in practice (takeaway 1 and 2), this model is quite efficient in storage and access since it records only the filled in cells, but for dense spreadsheets, it incurs the additional cost of recording and retrieving the row and column numbers for each cell as compared to ROM and COM, and has a much larger number of tuples. RCV is also efficient when it comes to retrieving specific cells at a time.

**Why these Data Models?** Readers may be wondering why we chose these data models (ROM, COM and RCV). As it turns out, these data models represent extremes in a space of data models that we identify and refer to as rectangular data models. We can further demonstrate that these three models do not dominate each other, i.e., there are settings where each of them prevails and are optimal within the space of rectangular data models. We refer the reader to Appendix D for details.

**Database-Linked Tables.** Such tables are not represented using primitive data models, instead stored as-is in the database. We refer to this as a Table-Oriented Model (TOM). Our linkTable operation sets up a two-way synchronization between a database table and a spreadsheet table.

**C. Hybrid Data Model: Intractability**

So far, we developed the primitive data models to represent a spreadsheet using a single table in a database. We now develop better solutions by decomposing a spreadsheet into multiple regions, each represented by one of the primitive data models. We call these hybrid data models.

**Definition 1 (Hybrid Data Models).** Given a collection of cells C, we define hybrid data models as the space of physical data models that are formed using a collection of tables T such that T is recoverable with respect to C, and further, each T_i \in T is either a ROM, COM, RCV, or a TOM table.

As an example, for the spreadsheet in Figure 9, we might want the dense areas, i.e., B2:D4 and D5:G7, represented via a ROM table each and the remaining area, specifically, H1 and I2 to be represented by an RCV table.

**Cost Model.** As discussed earlier, the storage, access, and update costs impact our choice of data model. For this section, we focus exclusively on storage. We will generalize to access cost in Appendix A-C. The update cost will be the focus of the next section. Furthermore, we begin with ROM; we will generalize to RCV and COM in Section IV-V T.

Given a hybrid data model T = \{T_1, ..., T_p\}, where each ROM table T_i has r_i rows and c_i columns, the cost of T is

\[\text{cost}(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} (s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_i \times c_i) + s_3 \cdot c_i + s_4 \cdot r_i).\]  

(1)

Here, the constant s_1 is the cost of initializing a new table, while the constant s_2 is the cost of storing each individual cell (empty or not) in the ROM table. The non-empty cells that have content may require additional storage; however, this is a constant cost that does not depend on the data model. The constant s_3 is the cost corresponding to each column, while s_4 is the cost corresponding to each row. The former is

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
RowID & Col1 & ... & Colc_{max} \\
\hline
1 & ID, NULL & ... & Total, NULL \\
2 & Alice, NULL & ... & 85, AVERAGE(B2:C2)+D2+E2 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
RowID & Col1ID & ... & Value \\
\hline
1 & ID, NULL & ... & Dave, NULL \\
2 & RW1, NULL & ... & 5, NULL \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
RowID & Col1ID & Value \\
\hline
1 & ID, NULL & ... & Dave, NULL \\
2 & RW1, NULL & ... & 5, NULL \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{hybrid_data_model}
\caption{(a) Row-Oriented Model (b) Column-Oriented Model (c) Row-Column-Value Model for Figure 7.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{hybrid_data_model}
\caption{Hybrid Data Model: Recursive Decomposition.}
\end{figure}
necessary to record schema information per column, while the latter is necessary to record the row information in the RowID attribute. Overall, while the specific costs $s_i$ may differ across databases, what is clear is that all of these costs matter.

**Formal Problem.** We now state our formal problem below.

**Problem 1 (Hybrid-ROM).** Given a spreadsheet with a collection of cells $C$, identify the hybrid data model $T$ with only ROM tables that minimizes $cost(T)$.

Unfortunately, Problem 1 is NP-HARD, via a reduction from the minimum edge length partitioning of a polygon problem of finding a partitioning of a polygon whose edges are aligned to the X and Y axes, into rectangles, while minimizing the total perimeter; see Appendix A-A.

**Theorem 1 (Intractability).** Problem 1 is NP-HARD.

**D. Optimal Recursive Decomposition**

Instead of directly solving Problem 1, which is intractable, we instead aim to make it tractable, by reducing the search space of solutions. In particular, we focus on hybrid data models that can be obtained by recursive decomposition. Recursive decomposition is a process where we repeatedly divide the spreadsheet area from $[1 \ldots r_{\text{max}}, 1 \ldots c_{\text{max}}]$ by using a vertical cut between two columns or a horizontal cut between two rows, and then recurse on the resulting areas. As an example, in Figure 9 we can make a cut along line 1 horizontally, giving us two regions from rows 1 to 4 and rows 5 to 6. We can then cut the top portion along line 2 vertically, followed by line 3, separating out one table B1:D4. By cutting the bottom portion along line 4 and line 5, we can separate out the table D5:G7. Further cuts can help us carve out tables out of H1 or I2, not depicted here.

As the example illustrates, recursive decomposition is very powerful, since it captures a broad space of hybrid models; basically, anything that can be obtained via recursive cuts along the $x$ and $y$ axis. Unfortunately, there is an exponential number of such models. Now, a natural question is: what sorts of hybrid data models cannot be composed via recursive decomposition?

**Observation 1 (Counterexample).** In Figure 10(a), the tables: A1:B4, D1:I2, A6:F7, and H4:I7 cannot be obtained via recursive decomposition.

To see this, note that any vertical or horizontal cut that one would make at the start would cut through one of the four tables, making the decomposition impossible. Nevertheless, we expect this form of construction to not be frequent, whereby the hybrid data models obtained via recursive decomposition form a natural class of data models.

Despite the space of recursively decomposed hybrid data models being exponential, as it turns out, identifying the optimal data model in this space to Problem 1 is PTIME. We use dynamic programming: our algorithm makes the most optimal “cut” horizontally or vertically at every step, and proceeds recursively; details below.

Consider a rectangular area formed from $x_1$ to $x_2$ as the top and bottom row numbers respectively, both inclusive, and from $y_1$ to $y_2$ as the left and right column numbers respectively, both inclusive, for some $x_1, x_2, y_1, y_2$. Now, the optimal cost of representing this rectangular area, i.e., $Opt((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2))$, is the minimum of the following possibilities:

- If there is no filled cell in the area $(x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)$, then we do not use any data model, and the cost is 0.
- Do not split, i.e., store as a ROM model ($\text{romCost()}$):
  
  $\text{romCost}((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)) = s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_{12} \times c_{12}) + s_3 \cdot c_{12} + s_4 \cdot r_{12}$, \hspace{1cm} (2)

  where number of rows $r_{12} = (x_2 - x_1 + 1)$, and the number of columns $c_{12} = (y_2 - y_1 + 1)$.
- Perform a horizontal cut ($C_H$):
  
  $C_H = \min_{i \in \{x_1, \ldots, x_2\}} \left( \text{Opt}((x_1, y_1), (i, y_2)) + \text{Opt}((i + 1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)) \right)$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

- Perform a vertical cut ($C_V$):
  
  $C_V = \min_{j \in \{y_1, \ldots, y_2\}} \left( \text{Opt}((x_1, y_1), (x_2, j)) + \text{Opt}((x_1, j + 1), (x_2, y_2)) \right)$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

Therefore, when there are filled cells in the rectangle,

$\text{Opt}((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)) = \min \left( \text{romCost}((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)), C_H, C_V \right)$.

The base case is when the rectangular area is of dimension $1 \times 1$. Here, we store the area as a ROM table if it is filled. Hence, we have, $\text{Opt}((x_1, y_1), (x_1, y_1)) = c_1 + c_2 + c_3 + c_4$, if filled, and 0 if not.

We have the following theorem:

**Theorem 2 (Dynamic Programming Optimality).** For the exponential space of ROM-based hybrid data models based on recursive decomposition, we can obtain the optimal solution via dynamic programming in PTIME.

**Time Complexity.** Our dynamic programming algorithm runs in polynomial time with respect to the size of the spreadsheet. Let the length of the larger side of the minimum enclosing rectangle of the spreadsheet be of size $n$. Then, the number of candidate rectangles is $O(n^4)$. For each rectangle, we have $O(n)$ ways to perform the cut. Therefore, the running time of our algorithm is $O(n^5)$. However, this number could be very large if the spreadsheet is massive—which is typical of the use-cases we aim to tackle.

**Approximation Bound.** Even though our dynamic programming algorithm only identifies the best recursive decomposition based hybrid data model, we can derive a bound for its cost relative to the best hybrid data model overall. We refer the reader to Appendix A-B for the proof.
Theorem 3 (Approximation Bound). Say there are \( k \) rectangles in the optimal decomposition with cost \( c \). Then, the recursive decomposition algorithm identifies a decomposition with cost at most \( c + \frac{k}{2} \).

Typically \( k \) is small, so this is a small additive approximation. As observed from Figures 3 and 4, typically spreadsheets have a small number of highly dense connected components. By deriving an upper bound for the number of tables in the optimal solution for each connected component, we can get an upper bound for \( k \). The following theorem implies that the high density of the connected components makes it sub-optimal to split them in the optimal decomposition, thereby suggesting that the number of tables in the optimal decomposition, i.e., \( k \), is small.

Theorem 4 (Connected Component Solution). The optimal solution to Problem 7 for a minimum bounding rectangle of a connected component will have at most \( \left\lceil \frac{e \times 2 + 1}{2} \right\rceil \) rectangles, where \( e \) is the number of empty cells in the bounding rectangle.

We empirically show in Section VII-B that the upper bound of \( k \) is small by obtaining the distribution of \( \sum \left\lceil \frac{e \times 2 + 1}{2} \right\rceil \) across our datasets. Additionally, we compare the solution obtained from our recursive decomposition with a lower bound of the optimal solution (Section VII-B), and demonstrate that it is in fact, near-optimal.

Weighted Representation. Notice that in many real spreadsheets, there are many rows and columns that are very similar to each other in structure, i.e., they have the same set of filled cells. We exploit this property to reduce the effective size \( n \) of the spreadsheet. Essentially, we collapse rows that have identical structure down to a single weighted row, and similarly collapse columns. Consider Figure 10(b) which shows the weighted version of Figure 10(a). Here, we can collapse column \( B \) down into column \( A \), which is now associated with weight 2; similarly, we can collapse row 2 into row 1, which is now associated with weight 2. The effective area of the spreadsheet now becomes \( 5 \times 5 \) as opposed to \( 7 \times 9 \). Now, we apply the same dynamic programming algorithm to the weighted representation: in essence, we are avoiding making cuts “in-between” the weighted edges, thereby reducing the search space. This does not sacrifice optimality.

Theorem 5 (Weighted Optimality). The optimal hybrid data model obtained by recursive decomposition on the weighted spreadsheet is no worse than the optimal hybrid data model obtained by recursive decomposition on the original spreadsheet.

E. Greedy Decomposition Algorithms

Greedy Decomposition. To improve the running time even further, we propose a greedy heuristic that avoids the high complexity but sacrifices somewhat on optimality. The greedy algorithm essentially repeatedly splits the spreadsheet area in a top-down manner identifying the operation that results in the lowest local cost. We have three alternatives for an area \((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)\): Either we do not split, with cost from Equation 2, i.e., \( \text{romCost}((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)) \). Or we split horizontally (vertically), with cost \( C_{HT} (C_{VT}) \) from Equation 3 (Equation 4), but with \( \text{Opt()} \) replaced with \( \text{romCost()} \), since we are making a locally optimal decision. The smallest cost decision is followed, and then we continue recursively decomposing using the same rule on the new areas, if any.

Aggressive Greedy Decomposition. Since it is based on the worst case, the greedy algorithm may halt prematurely, even though further decompositions may have helped to reduce cost. An alternative is one where we don’t stop subdividing, i.e., we always choose to use the best horizontal or vertical cut, until we end up with rectangular areas where all of the cells are non-empty. After this point, we backtrack up the tree of decompositions, assembling the best solution that was discovered, considering whether to not split, or perform a horizontal or vertical split.

Complexity. The aggressive greedy approach also has complexity \( O(n^2) \), but takes longer since it considers a larger space of data models than the greedy approach.

F. Extensions: Models, Costs, Maintenance

In Appendix A-C, we describe a number of extensionsto the cost model and the dynamic programming, greedy, and aggressive greedy algorithms, including: (i) cost model extensions to COM, RCV, and TOM tables; (ii) maintaining the decompositions incrementally over time; (iii) incorporating access cost along with storage; and (iv) incorporating the costs of indexes.

V. PRESENTATIONAL ACCESS FOR UPDATES

For all of our data models, storing the row and/or column numbers may result in substantial overheads due to cascading updates—this makes working with large spreadsheets infeasible. To eliminate the overhead of cascading updates, we introduce positional mapping. For our discussion we focus on row numbers; the techniques can be analogously applied to columns—we use the term position to refer to this number. In addition, row and column numbers can be dealt with independently.

Problem. We require a data structure to capture a specific ordering among the items (here, tuples) and efficiently support: (i) fetch items based on a position, (ii) insert items at a position, and (iii) delete items from a position. The insert and delete operations require updating the positions of the subsequent items, e.g., inserting an item at the \( n^{th} \) position requires us to first increment by one the positions of all the items that have a position greater than or equal to \( n \), and then add the new item at the \( n^{th} \) position. Due to the interactive nature of \( \text{D} \text{A} \text{S} \text{P} \text{R} \text{E} \text{A} \text{D} \), our goal is to perform these operations within a few hundred milliseconds.
The simplest approach is to log e.g. at the n-th position identified by a position is \(O(n \log N)\). On the other hand, insert and delete operations require updating the positions of subsequent tuples. These updates also need to be propagated in the index, and therefore it results in a worst case complexity of \(O(N \log N)\). To illustrate the impact of these complexities in practice, in Table II we display the performance of storing the positions as-is for two operations—fetch and insert—on a spreadsheet containing \(10^6\) cells. We note that irrespective of the data model used, the performance of inserts is beyond our acceptable threshold whereas that of the fetch operation is acceptable.

**Hierarchical Positional Mapping.** To improve the performance of inserts and deletes for ordered items, we introduce the idea of positional mapping. At its core, the idea is simple: we do not store positions explicitly but instead obtain them on the fly. Formally, positional mapping \(\mathcal{M}\) is a bijective function that maintains the relationship between the position \(r\) and tuple pointers \(p\), i.e., \(\mathcal{M}(r) \rightarrow p\).

We now describe hierarchical positional mapping, which is an indexing structure that adapts classical work on order-statistic trees [15]. Just like a typical B+ tree is used to capture the mapping from keys to records, we can use the same structure to map positions to tuple pointers. Here, instead of storing a key we store the count of elements stored within the entire subtree. The leaf nodes store tuple pointers, while the remaining store children pointers along with counts.

We show an example hierarchical positional mapping structure in Figure 11. Similar to a B+ tree of order \(m\), our structure satisfies the following invariants. (i) Every node has at most \(m\) children. (ii) Every non-leaf node (except root) as at-least \(\lceil m/2 \rceil\) children. (iii) All leaf nodes appear at the same level. Again similar to B+ tree, we ensure the invariants by either splitting or merging nodes, ensuring that the height of the tree is at most \(\log_{\lceil m/2 \rceil} N\).

Our hierarchical mapping structure makes accessing an item at the \(r\)-th position efficient, by starting from the root node with \(n' = n\), and traversing downwards; at each node, given our current count \(n'\), we subtract the counts of as many of the children nodes from left-to-right (representing counts of subtrees) as long as \(n'\) stays positive, and then follow the pointer to that child node, and repeat the process until we reach a leaf node and access a pointer to a tuple. Overall, the complexity of this operation is \(O(N \log N)\). Insert/delete is similar, where we start at the appropriate leaf node (as before), insert or delete appropriate tuple pointers, and then update the counts of all nodes on the path to the modified leaf node. Once again, the complexity of this operation is \(O(\log N)\).

Overall, we find that the complexity of the hierarchical positional mapping is \(O(\log N)\) for all operations, while the Position-as-is approach has \(O(\log N)\) for access, but \(O(N \log N)\) for insert/delete. We empirically evaluate the impact of the difference in complexities in Section VII.

**VI. DATA SPREAD ARCHITECTURE**

We have implemented a fully functional DataSpread prototype as a web-based tool (using the open-source ZK Spreadsheet frontend [11]) on top of a PostgreSQL database. The prototype along with its source code, documentation, and user guide can be found at http://daspread.github.io. Along with standard spreadsheet features, the prototype supports all the spreadsheet-like and database-like operations discussed in Section III. Screenshots of DataSpread in action can be found in our qualitative evaluation section (Section VII-D).

Fig. 12 illustrates DataSpread’s architecture, which at a high level can be divided into three main layers, (i) user interface, (ii) execution engine, and (iii) storage engine. The user interface consists of a spreadsheet widget, which presents a spreadsheet on a web-based interface and handles the interactions on it. The execution engine is a Java web application that resides on an application server. The controller accepts user interactions in form of events and identifies the corresponding actions, e.g., a formula update is sent to the formula parser, an update to a cell is sent to the cell cache. The dependency graph captures the formula dependencies between the cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>RCV</th>
<th>ROM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>87.821 ms</td>
<td>1.331 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch</td>
<td>312 ms</td>
<td>244 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: The performance of storing Position-as-is.
and aids in triggering the computation of dependent cells. The positional mapper translates the row and column numbers into the corresponding stored identifiers and vice versa. The ROM/TOM, COM, RCV, and hybrid translators use their corresponding spreadsheet representations and provide a “collection of cells” abstraction to the upper layers. The TOM data model is handled as a special case of ROM. The hybrid translator is responsible for mapping the different regions on a spreadsheet to corresponding data models. ROM/TOM, COM, and RCV translators service getCells by using the tuple pointers, obtained from the positional mapper, to fetch required tuples. For a hybrid model, the mapping from a range to model is stored as metadata. The hybrid translator services getCells by identifying the responsible data model and delegating the call to it. Other operations such as cell updates are performed by the hybrid model in a similar fashion. This collection of cells are then cached in memory via an LRU cell cache. The storage engine consists of a database responsible for persisting data. This data is persisted using a combination of ROM, COM, RCV, and TOM (Section IV) along with positional mapping indexes, which map row/column numbers to tuple pointers (Section V), and metadata, which records information about the hybrid data model. The hybrid optimizer determines the optimal hybrid data model and is responsible for migrating data across data models.

**Formula Evaluation.** When a formula is entered a cell, the parser interprets it and identifies the cells required for its computation. The cell containing the formula is then said to be dependent on the cells required for its computation. The parser captures this dependency, i.e., the mapping between a cell and its dependent cells, in a so-called dependency graph. The evaluator fetches the cells required for computing the formula from the LRU cell cache in a read-through manner, i.e., the cache fetches the cells that are not present on demand from the underlying layer, and then computes the result of the formula. Finally, it persists the computed result by passing it back to the LRU cell cache in a write-through manner, i.e., the cache pushes its updates to the database via the hybrid translator. Whenever a user updates a cell, the evaluator uses the dependency graph to identify the cells that are dependent on the updated cell and triggers their computations. The triggered computations are performed by the evaluator and resultant values are persisted in the database by passing them to the LRU cell cache. If the resultant values are different from the old ones, then the evaluator triggers computation of the cells dependent on them, if any. The prototype also addresses a number of additional challenges especially related to efficient formula evaluation, including compact representation of formula dependencies, batched and lazy formula evaluation, and optimizing for user attention—these are important issues, but beyond the scope of this paper, which focuses on the storage engine.

**Relational Operations.** Since DATA SPREAD is built on top of a traditional relational database, it leverages the SQL engine of the database and seamlessly supports SQL queries, via sql function, on the front-end spreadsheet interface. In addition, we support relational operators via the following spreadsheet functions: union, difference, intersection, crossproduct, join, filter, project, and rename. These functions return a single composite table value; to retrieve the individual rows and columns within that table value, we have an index(cell, i, j) function that looks up the (i, j)th row and column in the composite table value in location cell, and places it in the current location. See Appendix B for details.

### VII. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present an evaluation of the storage engine of DATA SPREAD.

#### A. Experimental Setup

**Environment.** We have implemented the data models and positional mapping techniques using PostgreSQL 9.6, configured with default parameters. We run all of our experiments on a workstation running Windows 10 on an Intel Core i7-4790K 4.0 GHz with 16 GB RAM. Our test scripts are single-threaded applications developed in Java. While we have a fully functional prototype, our test scripts are independent of it, so that we can isolate the back-end performance implications. We ensured fairness by clearing the appropriate cache(s) before every run.

**Datasets.** We evaluate our algorithms on a variety of real and synthetic datasets. Our real datasets are the ones listed in Table I. To test scalability, since our real-world datasets limited in scale by what current spreadsheet tools can support, we constructed large synthetic spreadsheet datasets. We identify several goals for our experimental evaluation:

**Goal 1:** Presentational Awareness and Access on Real and Synthetic Datasets. We evaluate the hybrid data models selected by our algorithms against the primitive data models, when the cost model is optimized for storage. We compare our algorithms: DP (Section IV-D), and Greedy and Agg (greedy and aggressive-greedy from Section IV-E) against ROM, COM, and RCV, which represent our best current database approach. We evaluate these data models on both storage, as well as formulae access cost, based on the spreadsheet formulae. In addition, we evaluate the running time of the hybrid optimization algorithms for DP, Greedy, and Agg.

**Goal 2:** Presentational Access (With Updates) on Synthetic Datasets. We evaluate the impact of our positional mapping schemes in aiding access on the spreadsheet. We focus on Position-as-is, Monotonic, and Hierarchical positional mapping schemes (introduced later) applied on the ROM primitive model, and evaluate the performance of fetch, insert, and delete operations on varying the number of rows.

**Goal 3:** Qualitative Evaluation. We evaluate the user experience of DATA SPREAD relative to Excel, and study whether DATA SPREAD’s storage engine enables users to effectively work with large datasets in two different scenarios.

**Other Experiments.** In the Appendix, we present a number of other complementary experiments, including (i) Goal 1: a drill-down into the performance of hybrid data models.
The goal of this section is to evaluate presentational access and awareness (without updates) by evaluating our data models—on real and synthetic datasets.

**a. Real Dataset: Storage Evaluation on PostgreSQL.** We begin with an evaluation of storage for different data models on PostgreSQL. The costs for storage on PostgreSQL as measured by us is as follows: \( s_1 \) is 8 KB, \( s_2 \) is 1 bit, \( s_3 \) is 40 bytes, \( s_4 \) is 50 bytes, and \( s_5 \) (RCV’s tuple cost) is 52 bytes. We plot the results in Figure 13(a): here, we depict the average normalized storage across sheets; in addition to the aforementioned data models, we also plot a lower bound for the optimal hybrid data model (denoted OPT)—the cost of storing only non-empty cells in a single ROM, i.e., the cost ignoring the overhead of extra tables and empty cells. For Internet, ClueWeb09, and Enron, we found RCV to have the worst performance, and hence normalized it to a cost of 100, and scaled the others accordingly; for the Academic datasets, we found COM to have the worst performance, and hence normalized it to a cost of 100, and scaled the others.

The first three datasets are primarily used for data sharing, and as a result are quite dense. As a result, ROM and COM do well, using about 40% of the storage of RCV. At the same time, DP, Greedy and Agg perform roughly similarly, and better than the primitive data models, providing an additional reduction of 15-20%. On the other hand, the last dataset, which is primarily used for computation, and is very sparse, RCV does better than ROM and COM, while DP, Greedy, and Agg once again provide additional benefits. We finally observe that DP, Greedy, and Agg are all very close (within 10%) of OPT. From this we conclude that the solution give by Agg is close to the optimal in terms of cost.

We next show that the error bound of using a recursive decomposition based algorithms (DP, Greedy, and Agg) is small as compared to the optimal solution. For this we plot the upper bound for the number of tables in the optimal solution, \( \sum \lceil e \times s_2 / s_1 + 1 \rceil \), for the four data sets in Figure 14. Here, we observe the the number of tables in the optimal solution is typically small – 90% of spreadsheets have fewer than 10 tables in the optimal decomposition. From the above observation and Theorem 3, we conclude that the error bound of using the search space of recursive decomposition for practical purposes is small.

**b. Real Dataset: Storage Evaluation on an Ideal Database.**

Note that the reason why RCV does so poorly for the first three datasets is because PostgreSQL imposes a high overhead per tuple, of 50 bytes, considerably larger than the amount of storage per cell. So, to explore this further, we investigated the scenario if we could redesign our database storage engine from scratch. We consider a theoretical “ideal” cost model, where the cost of a ROM or COM table is equal to the number of cells, plus the length and breadth of the table (to store the data, the schema, as well as position), while the cost of an RCV row is simply 3 units (to store the data, as well as the row and column number). We plot the results in Figure 13(b) in log scale for each of the datasets—we exclude COM for this chart since it is identical to ROM. Here, we find that ROM has the worst cost since it no longer leverages benefits from minimizing the number of tuples. (For Internet, ROM and RCV are similar, but RCV is slightly worse.) As before, we normalize the cost of the worst model to 100 for each sheet, and scaled the others accordingly. As an example, we find that for the ClueWeb09 corpus, RCV, DP, Greedy and Agg have normalized costs of about 36, 14, 18, and 14 respectively—with the hybrid data models more than halving the cost of RCV, and getting \( \frac{1}{2} \)th the cost of ROM. Furthermore, DP
c. Real Dataset: Running Time of Hybrid Optimization Algorithm. Our next question is how long our hybrid data model optimization algorithms for DP, Greedy, and Agg, take on real datasets. In Figure 15(a), we depict the average running time on the four real datasets. The results for all datasets are similar, e.g., for Enron, DP took 6.3s on average, Greedy took 45ms (a 140× reduction), while Agg took 345ms (a 20× reduction). Thus DP has the highest running time for all datasets, since it explores the entire space of models that can be obtained by recursive partitioning. Between Greedy and Agg, Greedy turns out to take less time. Note that these observations are consistent with our complexity analyses from Section IV-E. That said, Agg allows us to trade off running time for improved performance on storage (as we saw earlier). Greedy takes less time than Agg; but Agg allows us to trade off running time for improved performance on storage. Between Greedy and Agg, Greedy turns out to take less time. Note that these observations are consistent with our complexity analyses from Section IV-E. That said, Agg allows us to trade off running time for improved performance on storage (as we saw earlier). We note that for the cases where the spreadsheets were large, we terminated DP after about 10 minutes, since we want our optimization to be relatively fast. (Note that using a similar criterion for termination, Agg and Greedy did not have to be terminated for any of the real datasets.) To be fair across all the algorithms, we excluded all of these spreadsheets from this chart—if we had included them, the difference between DP and the other algorithms would be even more stark.

d. Real Dataset: Formulae Access Evaluation on PostgreSQL. We next evaluate if our hybrid data models, optimized only on storage, have any impact on the access cost for spreadsheet formulae. Our hope is that spreadsheet formulae focus on “tightly coupled” tabular areas, which our hybrid data models are able to capture and store in separate tables. For this evaluation, we focus on Agg, since it provided the best trade-off between running time and storage costs. Given a sheet in a dataset, for each data model, we measured the time taken to evaluate the formulae in that sheet, and averaged this time across all sheets and all formulae. We plot the results in Figure 15(b) in log scale in ms. As a concrete example, on Internet, ROM has a formula access time of 0.23, RCV has 3.17, and Agg has 0.13. Thus, Agg provides a substantial reduction of 96% over RCV and 45% over ROM—even though Agg was optimized for storage and not for formula access. This validates our design of hybrid data models to store spreadsheet data. Note that while the performance numbers for the real spreadsheet datasets are small for all data models (due to the size limitations in present spreadsheets), when scaling up to large datasets, and formulae on them, these numbers will increase in proportionally, at which point it is even more important to opt for hybrid data models, as we will see next.

e. Synthetic Dataset: Storage and Formula Access Evaluation. We now run our tests on large synthetic spreadsheets with 100+ million cells to evaluate our techniques in large dataset scenarios. We create synthetic spreadsheets by populating an empty sheet with twenty dense rectangular regions to simulate randomly placed tables. We add 100 randomly generated formulae that access rectangular ranges of these tables. Figures 17(a) and 17(b) depict the storage requirements and the formulae access time respectively for four synthetic spreadsheet datasets, which are in the decreasing order of density (the fraction of cells that are filled-in in the minimum bounding rectangle). For both storage and access, we find that Agg is better than ROM, which is better than RCV: as density is decreased, RCV’s performance becomes closer to ROM. Agg performs the best, providing substantial reductions of up to 50-75% of the time taken for access with ROM or RCV.

C. Presentational Access with Updates

Takeaway: Hierarchical positional mapping retains the rapid fetch benefits of position-as-is, while also providing rapid inserts and updates. Thus, hierarchical positional mapping is able to perform positional operations within a few milliseconds, while the other schemes often take seconds on large datasets. Overall, our hierarchical positional mapping schemes support presentational access with updates, validating the fact that our storage engine can support interactivity.
The dynamic reordering sacrifices the performance of the fetch gaps in the sequence enable efficient insert/delete operations. 1ically order the tuples at run-time (by sorting); whereas the gaps) to capture the position. Using this sequence we dynam-
store a monotonically increasing sequence of identifiers (with the online dynamic reordering technique in Raman et al. [32],
database with a B+ tree would use. In addition, motivated by (denoted position-as-is): this is the approach a traditional
studying our positional mapping methods (Section V) on synthetic datasets. We compare our hierarchical positional
methods, hierarchical performs all of the three aforementioned operations in few milliseconds, which makes it the practical choice for presentational access with updates.

D. Qualitative Evaluation
We now evaluate DATASpread to see how it can handle the use cases described in Section I. With our genomics use case, we evaluate the scalability of DATASpread, and with our customer management use case, we evaluate the functionality.

a. Evaluating Scale for Genomics: For this evaluation, we used a VCF file provided by our biology collaborators, as described in Example 1, and used it to perform basic exploration. We contrast the performance of DATASpread with Excel. Our VCF file has 1.3M rows and 284 columns. Unfortunately, we were unable to load this file in Excel since it exceeds Excel’s limits. Importing the file in DATASpread takes about a minute. On the other hand, even after reducing the VCF file to 1M rows, Excel is unable to import the file within an hour. After substantially reducing the file size to 130K rows, we were able to import it into Excel in about 10 minutes. After loading the 1.3M VCF file, we were able to take advantage of DATASpread’s efficient positional access to scroll up and down to explore the data with interactive (sub-second) response times. Figure 14 shows a screenshot of the file in DATASpread, having scrolled to the millionth row.

Takeaway: DATASpread enables users to interactively work on large spreadsheets that main-memory based spreadsheet applications are unable to handle.

b. Evaluating Functionality for Customer Management: For evaluating functionality, as described in Example 2, we leverage the database-oriented operations discussed in Section III. Using linkTable, we first establish a two-way syn-
chronization between the spreadsheet regions and the invoice and supp tables in the database (Figure 19). These linked regions enable us to directly manipulate the underlying tables via spreadsheet operations such as cell updates; this is not possible in spreadsheet tools that only allow one-way import of data from a backend database to a spreadsheet. We used the sql function in cell A8 to join the two tables and perform grouping and aggregation; this is less cumbersome and more efficient compared to Excel’s vlookup and pivot tables, and indexed into the composite value in A8 to display the results in A9:B11. Finally, we use the project and select functions to get the top supplier in cell G8; any updates to the underlying tables are automatically reflected in the function’s output.
Takeaway: The direct manipulation and database-oriented features of DATA SPREAD enable interactive management of data via database tables on a spreadsheet interface.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Our work draws on related work from multiple areas: (i) that enhance database usability, (ii) those that attempt to merge spreadsheet and database functionalities, but without a holistic integration, and (iii) order or array-based database management systems. We described our vision for DATA SPREAD in an earlier demo paper 7.

1. Making databases more usable. There has been a lot of recent work on making database interfaces more user friendly 2, 9. This includes recent work on gestural query and scrolling interfaces 30, 29, 28, 35, 19, visual query builders 11, 3, query sharing and recommendation tools 21, 12, 22, schema-free databases 31, schema summarization 48, and visual analytics tools 9, 27, 36, 18. However, none of these tools can replace spreadsheet software which has the ability to analyze, view, and modify data via a direct manipulation interface 34 and has a large user base—this paper aims to make this interface available to manipulate databases.

2a. One-way import of data from databases to spreadsheets. There are various mechanisms for importing data from databases to spreadsheets, and then analyzing this data within the spreadsheet. This approach is followed by Excel’s Power BI tools, including Power Pivot 44, with Power Query 45 for exporting data from databases and the web or deriving additional columns and Power View 45 to create presentations; and Zoho 41 and ExcelDB 43 (on Excel), and Blockspring 42 enabling the import from a variety of sources including the databases and the web. Typically, the import is one-shot, with the data residing in the spreadsheet from that point on, negating the scalability benefits from the database. Indeed, Excel 2016 specifies a limit of 1M records that can be imported, illustrating that the scalability benefits are lost. Zoho specifies a limit of 0.5M records. Furthermore, the connection to the base data is lost: modifications made at either end are not propagated.

2b. One way export of operations from spreadsheets to databases. There has been some work on exporting spreadsheet operations into database systems, such as Oracle 46, 47, 1010Data 39 and AirTable 40, to improve the performance of spreadsheets. However, the database itself has no awareness of the existence of the spreadsheet, making the integration superficial. In particular, positional and ordering aspects are not captured, and user operations on the front-end, e.g., inserts, deletes, and adding formulae, are not supported. Indeed, the lack of awareness makes the integration one-shot, with the current spreadsheet being exported to the database, with no future interactions supported at either end; thus, in a sense, the interactivity is lost. Other efforts in this space include that by Cunha et al. 17 to recognize functional dependencies in spreadsheets. Other work has examined the extraction of structured relational data from spreadsheets 13, 14.

2c. Using a spreadsheet to mimic a database. There has been some work on using a spreadsheet to pose as traditional database. E.g., Tyszkiewicz 27 describes how to simulate database operations in a spreadsheet. However, this approach loses the scalability benefits of relational databases. Bakke et al. 6, 4 support joins by depicting relations using a nested relational model. Liu et al. 26 use spreadsheet operations to specify single-block SQL queries; this effort is essentially a replacement for visual query builders. Recently, Google Sheets 38 has provided the ability to use single-table SQL on its frontend, without availing of the scalability benefits of database integration. Excel, with its Power Pivot and Power Query 45 functionality has made moves towards supporting SQL in the front-end, with the same limitations. Like this line of work, we support SQL queries on the spreadsheet frontend, but our focus for this paper is on representing and operating on spreadsheet data within a database.

3. Order-aware database systems. Some limited aspect of presentational awareness, in particular, order, has been studied. The early work of online dynamic reordering 32 supports data reordering based on user preference, citing a spreadsheet-like interface 33 as an application. More recently, there has been work on array-based databases, but most of these systems do not support edits, e.g., SciDB 8 supports an append-only, no-overwrite data model.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced our vision of presentational data management: building a system that holistically integrates spreadsheets and databases. We focused on developing a storage engine for our PDM prototype DATA SPREAD, characterizing key requirements in the form of presentational awareness and access. We addressed presentational awareness by proposing three primitive data models for representing spreadsheet data, along with algorithms for identifying optimal hybrid data models from recursive decomposition. Our hybrid data models provide substantial reductions in terms of storage (up to 20–50%) and formula evaluation (up to 50%) over the primitive data models. For presentational access, we couple our hybrid data models with a hierarchical positional mapping scheme, making working with large spreadsheets interactive. Overall, DATA SPREAD emerges as a promising solution for interactively analyzing, manipulating, and managing large datasets.
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Figure 20: Minimum number of rectangles (∼ ∼) does not coincide with minimum edge length (· ·).


**APPENDIX A**

**HYBRID DECOMPOSITION DETAILS**

**A. Hybrid Decomposition: Hardness**

Here, we demonstrate that Problem 1 is NP-HARD; for the decision version of the problem, a value $k$ is provided, and the goal is to test if there is a hybrid data model with $\text{cost}(T) \leq k$. We use a reduction from the minimum edge length partitioning problem of rectilinear polygons [25]. A rectilinear polygon is one in which all edges are either aligned with the $x$-axis or the $y$-axis. The minimality criterion is the total length of the edges (lines) used to form the internal partition. Notice that this doesn’t necessarily correspond to the minimality criterion of reducing the number of components. We illustrate this in Figure 20, which is borrowed from the original paper [25]. The following decision problem was shown to be NP-Hard in [25]: Given any rectilinear polygon $P$ and a number $k$, is there a rectangular partitioning whose total edge length does not exceed $k$?

*Proof:* Consider an instance $P$ of the polygon partitioning problem with minimum edge length required to be at most $k$. We now represent the polygon $P$ in a spreadsheet by filling the cells interior of the polygon with arbitrary values, and not filling any other cell in the spreadsheet. Let $C = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_m\}$ represent the set of all filled cells in the spreadsheet. We claim that a minimum edge length partition of the given rectilinear polygon $P$ of length at most $k$ exists if there is a solution for the following setting of the optimal hybrid data model problem: $s_1 = 0, s_2 = |C| + 1, s_3 = s_4 = 1$, where the storage cost should not exceed $k' = k + \frac{\text{Perimeter}(P)}{2} + (2|C| + 1)|C|$ for some decomposition of the spreadsheet.

⇒ Say the spreadsheet we generate using $P$ has a decomposition of rectangles whose storage cost is less than $k' = k + \frac{\text{Perimeter}(P)}{2} + s_2|C|$. We have to show that there exists a partition with minimum edge length of at most $k$.

First, notice that there exists a valid decomposition that doesn’t store any blank cell. Say there is a decomposition that stores a blank cell. Since we are not storing $|C| + 1$ cells at minimum, $k' > s_2(|C| + 1) = |C|s_2 + s_2 = |C|s_2 + 2|C| + 1$.
and thus $k' > |C|(s_2 + 1 + 1)$, which is the cost of storing each cell in a separate table. Therefore, if we have a decomposition that stores a blank cell, we also have a decomposition that does not store any blank cell and has lower cost. Second, there exists a decomposition of the spreadsheet where all the tables are disjoint. The argument is similar to the previous case since storing an extra blank cell.

From our above two observations, we conclude that there exists a decomposition where all tables are disjoint, and no table stores a blank cell. Therefore, this decomposition corresponds to partitioning the given spreadsheet into rectangles. We represent this partition of the spreadsheet by $T = \{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_p\}$. We now show that this partition of the spreadsheet corresponds to a partitioning of the rectilinear polygon $P$ with edge-length less than $k$. On setting $s_1 = 0, s_2 = 2|C| + 1, s_3 = s_4 = 1$, we get:

$$\text{cost}(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} 0 + s_2|C| + 1 \cdot \left( \sum_{i=1}^{p} c_i + \sum_{i=1}^{p} r_i \right)$$

(5)

since $\text{cost}(T) \leq k' = k + \frac{\text{Perimeter}(P)}{2} + s_2|C|$, we get:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{p} (r_i + c_i) \leq k + \frac{\text{Perimeter}(P)}{2}$$

(6)

$$\sum_{i=1}^{p} \frac{\text{Perimeter}(T_i)}{2} \leq k + \frac{\text{Perimeter}(P)}{2}$$

(7)

$$\Rightarrow \sum_{i=1}^{p} \text{Perimeter}(T_i) \leq 2 \times k + \text{Perimeter}(P)$$

(8)

Since the sum of perimeters of all the tables $T_i$ counts the boundary of $P$ exactly once, and the edge length partition of $P$ exactly twice, the partition of the spreadsheet $T = \{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_p\}$ corresponds to an edge-length partitioning of the given rectilinear polygon $P$ with edge-length less than $k$.

$\Leftarrow$ Let us assume that the given rectilinear polygon $P$ has a minimum edge length partition of length at most $k$. We have to show that there exists a decomposition of the spreadsheet whose storage cost is at most $k' = k + \frac{\text{Perimeter}(P)}{2} + s_2|C|$. Let us represent the set of rectangles that corresponds to an edge length partition of $P$ of at most $k$ as $T = \{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_p\}$. We shall use the partition $T$ of $P$ as the decomposition of the spreadsheet itself:

$$\text{cost}(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_i \times c_i) + s_3 \cdot c_i + s_4 \cdot r_i$$

(9)

$$\text{cost}(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} s_1 + s_2 \sum_{i=1}^{p} (r_i \times c_i)$$

$$+ s_3 \sum_{i=1}^{p} c_i + s_4 \sum_{i=1}^{p} r_i$$

(10)

substituting $s_1 = 0, s_2 = 2|C| + 1, s_3 = s_4 = 1$, we get:

$$\text{cost}(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} 0 + s_2|C| + 1 \cdot \left( \sum_{i=1}^{p} c_i + \sum_{i=1}^{p} r_i \right)$$

(11)

$$\text{cost}(T) = s_2|C| + \sum_{i=1}^{p} (r_i + c_i)$$

(12)

$$\text{cost}(T) = s_2|C| + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \frac{\text{Perimeter}(T_i)}{2}$$

(13)

since $\sum_{i=1}^{p} \text{Perimeter}(T_i) = 2 \times k + \text{Perimeter}(P)$, we have:

$$\text{cost}(T) = s_2|C| + k + \frac{\text{Perimeter}(P)}{2} = k'$$

(14)

$\Rightarrow \text{cost}(T) = k'$

Therefore, the decomposition of the spreadsheet using $T$ corresponds to a decomposition whose storage cost equals $k'$. Note that our reduction can be done in polynomial time. Therefore we can solve the minimum length partitioning problem in polynomial time, if we have a polynomial time solution to the optimal storage problem. However, since the minimum length partitioning problem is NP-Hard [25], the optimal hybrid data model problem is NP-Hard. This completes our proof.

$\blacksquare$

**Hardness Results for Extensions.** So far, we have only considered the ROM data model for our tables, and assumed that data is duplicated when two tables overlap. It can be shown that even when we extend to the case when RCV is permitted, and when we allow data to be represented in multiple tables, the problem continues to be NP-HARD. For each case we consider, we restrict our argument to an outline of the proof since it largely mimics what is presented for the basic case.

**ROM and RCV: without data overlap.** Now, we consider the following problem. Given a spreadsheet with data, our goal is to decompose the spreadsheet into tables (using ROM and RCV) such that the overall storage cost is minimized, with no two tables overlapping with each other.

(Proof sketch) Our basic idea is to achieve two goals: (i) ensure that the blank cells in the spreadsheets aren’t stored in any table and (ii) ensure that we always prefer ROM over RCV, since we can then employ our proof for Problem 1.

We achieve goal 1 by setting $s_2 = \infty$ in our cost model, and goal 2 by setting $s_1 = 0, s_3 = 1, \text{ and } s_4 = 1$ as before. We now use a reduction from minimum edge length partitioning problem of rectilinear polygons [25] as before to show hardness. Note that if we allow tables to overlap, and when they do, if we duplicate the data in the overlapping cells in both tables, setting $s_1 = 0, s_2 = \infty, s_3 = 1, \text{ and } s_4 = 1$ can lead to a reduction from the minimum edge length partitioning problem of rectilinear polygons to show hardness. The same proof as for Problem 1 continues to hold.

**ROM with overlap; without data duplication.** Now, we consider a variant of the previous setting: when the tables overlap, we do not duplicate the same cell’s value in two different tables. Note that this is different from earlier formulations, where we indeed duplicated data across overlapping tables.
We handle the top portion with vertical partitions, while for in Figure 21. This partitioning step leads to two portions. rectangles. This is the first “partitioning” step, denoted as 1 order of their bottom edge. Pick the first rectangle, and use a Sort the rectangles from the optimal solution in the increasing R of five rectangles as in Equation 1.

Since the dynamic programming algorithm explores the entire space of recursive decomposition based data models, it also considers 1 rectangles, where e is the number of empty cells in the bounding rectangle.

Proof: Let the optimal decomposition for a minimum bounding rectangle of a connected component C have k’ tables. Therefore, we have the cost representing the minimum bounding rectangle using a single table is higher than the optimal decomposition into k’ tables, i.e.,

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{k'} s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_i \times c_i) + s_3 \cdot c_i + s_4 \cdot r_i \leq \]

\[ s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_0 \times c_0) + s_3 \cdot c_0 + s_4 \cdot r_0, \quad (15) \]

(proof sketch) Our basic idea is to achieve to achieve two goals: (i) ensure that blank cells aren’t stored in any table and (ii) only the number of rectangles, i.e., tables, we have matters, not their dimensions.

We achieve goal 1 by setting \( s_2 = \infty \) in our cost model, and goal 2 by setting \( s_3 = 0 \) and \( s_4 = 0 \). We have \( s_1 = 1 \). We now use a reduction from the rectangle covering problem [6] to show hardness. The reduction is straightforward since we are essentially minimizing the number of tables to cover all of the filled cells in the sheet, which is exactly what the rectangle covering problem aims to minimize.

B. Hybrid Decomposition: DP Bound

Approximation Bound for DP. Here, we obtain an approximation bound for our dynamic programming formulation discussed in Section IV-D. Say we have \( k \) rectangles in the optimal decomposition; with storage cost \( c \). Then, we show that the dynamic programming algorithm, which explores the entire space of models obtained from recursive decomposition, identifies a decomposition with a cost that is at most \( c + s_1 \times \frac{k(k-1)}{2} \), where \( s_1 \) is the cost of storing a new table as in Equation 1.

Proof: Let the optimal decomposition consist of a set of five rectangles \( R \) as in Figure 21. Starting from \( R \), we will construct a recursive decomposition solution with cost \( c + s_1 \times \frac{k(k-1)}{2} \), denoted as \( R' \), using the following steps. Sort the rectangles from the optimal solution in the increasing order of their bottom edge. Pick the first rectangle, and use a line through its bottom edge to cut or partition the remaining rectangles. This is the first “partitioning” step, denoted as 1 in Figure 21. This partitioning step leads to two portions. We handle the top portion with vertical partitions, while for the bottom portion we recurse. This partition introduces at most \( k - 1 \) new rectangles in the top half and eliminates one rectangle.

Thus, at every step, we have \( k - 1 \) new rectangles and reduce the total number of rectangles by 1. That is, the next partition will introduce at most \( k - 2 \) rectangles; and so on. So, we in total we \( (k-1) + (k-2) + \ldots + 1 = \frac{k(k-1)}{2} \) new rectangles. Since the dynamic programming algorithm explores the entire space of recursive decomposition based data models, it also considers \( R' \) as one of the candidates. Thus, its solution must be at least as good. Hence proved.

Bound for number of Tables. Since the bound given by Theorem 3 and proved above is an additive bound in terms of number of tables, we use Theorem 4 to show that practically the number of tables in the optimal decomposition is small; thereby enabling us to claim that our dynamic programming solution is not too far from optimal. Here, we show that the optimal solution to Problem 1 for a minimum bounding rectangle of a connected component will have at most \( \left\lceil \frac{e \times s_2 + 1}{s_1} \right\rceil \) rectangles, where \( e \) is the number of empty cells in the bounding rectangle.

Proof: Let the optimal decomposition for a minimum bounding rectangle of a connected component \( C \) have \( k' \) tables. Therefore, we have the cost decomposition using a single table is higher than the optimal decomposition into \( k' \) tables, i.e.,

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{k'} s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_i \times c_i) + s_3 \cdot c_i + s_4 \cdot r_i \leq \]

\[ s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_0 \times c_0) + s_3 \cdot c_0 + s_4 \cdot r_0, \quad (15) \]

Since our region of focus is a minimum bounding rectangle encapsulating a connected component, we do not have any empty rows or columns. Thus, each row and column should be captured by at least one rectangle in the optimal decomposition. Hence, we have,

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{k} s_3 \cdot c_i + s_4 \cdot r_i \geq s_3 \cdot c_0 + s_4 \cdot r_0 \quad (16) \]

Subtracting Equation 16 from 15 we have,

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{k} s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_i \times c_i) \leq s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_0 \times c_0). \quad (17) \]

Since the optimal solution should represent all the filled-in cells at least once, we have \( \sum_{i=1}^{k} (r_i \times c_i) \geq r_0 \times c_0 - e \), where \( e \) is the number of empty cells in the bounding box. Subtracting this from Equation 17 and simplifying, we get

\[ k \cdot s_1 \leq s_1 + e \times s_2. \quad (18) \]

\[ k \leq 1 + \frac{e \times s_2}{s_1}. \quad (19) \]

Since \( k \) is an integer, we have

\[ k \leq \left\lceil 1 + \frac{e \times s_2}{s_1} \right\rceil. \quad (20) \]

Hence proved.

C. Hybrid Data Model: Extensions

In this section, we discuss a number of extensions to the cost model of the hybrid data model. We will describe these extensions to the cost model, and then describe the changes to the basic dynamic programming algorithm; modifications to the greedy and aggressive greedy decomposition algorithms are straightforward.
1) RCV, COM and TOM

The cost model can be extended in a straightforward manner to allow each rectangular area to be a ROM, COM, or an RCV table. (We deal with the TOM case later.) First, note that it doesn’t benefit us to have multiple RCV tables—we can simply combine all of these tables into one, and assume that we’re paying a fixed up-front cost to have one RCV table. Then, the cost for a table $T_i$, if it is stored as a COM table is:

$$\text{comCost}(T_i) = s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_i \times c_i) + s_4 \cdot c_i + s_3 \cdot r_i.$$  

This equation is the same as Equation [1] but with the last two constants transposed. And the cost for a table $T_i$, if it is stored as an RCV table is simply:

$$\text{rcvCost}(T_i) = s_5 \times \# \text{cells}.$$  

where $s_5$ is the cost incurred per tuple. Once we have this cost model set up, it is straightforward to apply dynamic programming once again to identify the optimal hybrid data model encompassing ROM, COM, and RCV. The only step that changes in the dynamic programming equations is Equation [2] where we have to consider the COM and RCV alternatives in addition to ROM. To handle TOM tables, we assume that the corresponding cells are empty; while also setting the $\text{romCost}()$ and $\text{comCost}()$ of any tables overlapping with these cells as $\infty$. We have the following theorem.

**Theorem 6 (ROM, COM, TOM, and RCV).** The optimal ROM, COM, TOM, and RCV-based hybrid data model based on recursive decomposition can be determined in PTIME.

2) Incremental Decomposition

So far, we have focused on finding an optimal decomposition given a static spreadsheet. We now consider how we can support incremental maintenance of the decomposition across updates. Here, along with the storage cost, we also consider the cost of migrating cells from an existing decomposition $T_o$ to a new decomposition $T$. We define the migration cost as $\text{migCost}((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)) = \# \text{cells}$, where $\# \text{cells}$ denotes the number of populated cells in the rectangular region defined by $(x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)$. To migrate a region of a spreadsheet into a new decomposition, we assume that we only use an existing table if it exactly covers the region; for all other cases we migrate all of the populated cells within the region to the new decomposition. In other words, we do not consider the cases when an existing table needs to be modified either to accommodate or eliminate rows or columns. We introduce a factor $\eta$ to balance the trade-off between the migration cost and storage cost; our objective is thus find a data model $T$ such that $\text{cost}(T) + \eta \cdot \text{migCost}()$ is minimized.

For incremental decomposition, we update the dynamic programming formulation by adding an additional case that retains the decomposition as is and updates the $\text{romCost}()$ to include the migration cost in terms of the number of cells that need to be migrated from the existing model into a new model. As the migration cost for a region is defined as the number of populated cells, the migration cost of a region can be computed independently of the remaining regions. This enables us to employ dynamic programming once again.

- Keep the decomposition as-is. This is permissible only if the there exists a ROM model at $(x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)$ in $T_o$.

  $$\text{romCost}((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)) = s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_{12} \times c_{12}) + s_3 \cdot c_{12} + s_4 \cdot r_{12}. \quad (21)$$  

- Store the area as ROM by migrating the non-empty cells into the new model.

  $$\text{romCost}((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)) = s_1 + s_2 \cdot (r_{12} \times c_{12}) + s_3 \cdot c_{12} + s_4 \cdot r_{12} + \eta \cdot \text{migCost}((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)). \quad (22)$$  

Note that we may be able to migrate a region more efficiently by leveraging existing tables that partially cover the region; however, this will lead to complications in leveraging tables that span more than one region, and any reorganization costs involved. For simplicity, we do not consider such migrations. As we will demonstrate in Appendix [C] this still leads to adequate performance.

3) Access Cost.

So far, we have only been focusing on storage. Our cost model can be extended in a straightforward manner to handle access cost—both scrolling-based operations, and formulae, and our dynamic programming algorithms can similarly be extended to handle access cost without any substantial changes. We focus on formulae since they are often the more substantial cost of the two; scrolling-based operations can be similarly handled. For formulae, there are multiple aspects that contribute to the time for access: the number of tables accessed, and within each table, since data is retrieved at a tuple level, the number of tuples that need to be accessed, and the size of these tuples. Once again, each of these aspects can be captured within the cost model via constants similar to $s_1, \ldots, s_5$, and can be seamlessly incorporated into the dynamic programming algorithm. Thus, we have:

**Theorem 7 (Optimality with Access Cost).** The optimal ROM, COM, and RCV-based hybrid data model based on recursive decomposition, across both storage and access cost, can be determined via dynamic programming.

4) Size Limitations of Present Databases.

Current databases impose limitations on the number of columns within a relation since spreadsheets often have an arbitrarily large number of rows and columns (sometimes 10s of thousands each), we need to be careful when trying to capture a spreadsheet area within a collection of tables that are represented in a database.

This is relatively straightforward to capture in our context: in the case where we don’t split (Equation [2]), if the number of columns is too large to be acceptable, we simply return $\infty$ as the cost.

**Theorem 8 (Optimality with Size Constraints).** The storage optimal ROM, COM, and RCV-based hybrid data model, with

---

2Oracle column number limitations: [https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306.01/server.102681439351 fm0031.htm#288032]  
MySQL column limitations: [https://dev.mysql.com/doc/mysql-ref limits-excerpt/5.5/en/column-count-limit.html]  
PostgreSQL column limitations: [https://www.postgresql.org/about/]
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the constraint that no tables violate size constraints, based on recursive decomposition, can be determined via dynamic programming.

5) Incorporating the Costs of Indexes.

Within our cost model, it is straightforward to incorporate the costs associated with storage of indexes, since the size of the indexes are typically proportional to the number of tuples for a given table, and the cost of instantiating an index is another fixed constant cost. Since our cost model is general, by suitably re-weighting one or more of $s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4$, we can capture this aspect within our cost model, and apply the same dynamic programming algorithm.

**Theorem 9 (Optimality with Indexes).** The storage optimal ROM-based hybrid data model, with the costs of indexes included, based on recursive decomposition, can be determined via dynamic programming.

**APPENDIX B**

**RELATIONAL OPERATIONS SUPPORT**

In addition to supporting standard spreadsheet functions, DATASPREAD leverages the SQL engine of the underlying database to seamlessly supports SQL queries and relational operators on the front-end spreadsheet interface.

DATASPREAD supports executing of SQL queries via a spreadsheet function sql(query, [param1], ...), which takes a SQL statement along with parameters values as arguments. The query parameter is a single SQL SELECT statement, possibly containing ‘?’s. When one or more ‘?’s exists in the query, DATASPREAD treats the query like a SQL prepared statement, where each ‘?’ is substituted by the values param1, ... in order. The number of parameters must match the number of “?”s in the query. Each parameter must evaluate to a single value, i.e. it cannot refer to a range.

The sql function and the other functions that we discuss in this section return a single composite table value; to retrieve the individual rows and columns within that composite table value, we have an index(table, row, [column]) function that looks up the (row, column)th cell in the composite table value in location table, and places it in the current location.

In addition, DATASPREAD supports relational operators via the following spreadsheet functions: union(table1, table2), difference(table1, table2), intersection(table1, table2), crossproduct(table1, table2), select(table, filter), join(table1, table2, [filter]), project(table, attribute1, [attribute2], ...), and rename(table, oldAttribute, newAttribute).

The arguments table1 and table2 can either refer to a composite table value or a (contiguous) range of non-table values, which is treated as a table. The filter argument must be a Boolean expression which may utilize standard spreadsheet functions and can refer to attributes in tables.

**APPENDIX C**

**ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS**

In this section, we present additional evaluation of the storage engine of DATASPREAD.

A. Presentational Awareness and Access

1) Drill-Down

We now drill deeper into the storage optimization algorithms and understand their behavior with respect to the characteristics of spreadsheets. We selected four sample sheets from our dataset to represent variations in terms of data density and layout of data, which is either horizontal for most part or vertical for most part. For these sheets, we contrast their storage requirements for the different data models. We plot the results in Figure 25 where we depict the normalized storage across sheets. For each sheet we have normalized the data model that performs the worst to 100, and scaled the others accordingly.

The four spreadsheets show the variation among the different models in terms of storage requirements. Sheets 1 and 2 have substantial storage savings for ROM and COM when compared with RCV since they are relatively high density. On the other hand, Sheet 4 has has substantial storage savings for RCV as compared to ROM and COM due to its relatively low density. For Sheet 3 (4), ROM’s (COM’s) storage requirement is less than that of COM (ROM). This is due to the distribution of the cells, which span for the most part in the vertical direction for Sheet 3 and in the horizontal direction for Sheet 4. Except for Sheet 3, for all other sheets, the solution provided by Agg is close to DP. For Sheet 3, the optimization algorithms are not able to perform much better in terms of cost saving than the primitive data models. This is due to the fact that the sheet has both dense and sparse regions.

2) Incremental Maintenance

We now evaluate whether our representation schemes can be maintained efficiently in the face of edits. Note that in practice there will be periods where the DATASPREAD is idle, and so we can run the hybrid optimization algorithms then, but it is still valuable to ensure that the choice of data model is aware of the existing layout. To illustrate our incremental decomposition approach from Section A-C2. For this, we consider a synthetic spreadsheet as described in part e. of Section VII-B. We store the spreadsheet using the Agg-based hybrid data model. In the absence of user operation traces, we develop a generative model for update operations. We consider the following four operations. (i) Change the value of an existing cell. (ii) Add a new cell at an arbitrary location. (iii) Add a new row. (iv) Add a new column. Motivated from our user study, we consider that the above four operations are performed with probabilities 0.6, 0.2, 0.1999, and 0.0001 respectively. We fix the value of $\eta$ (the trade-off factor between migration and storage) to 1.0 and run incremental maintenance with Agg after each batch of 1000 user updates are performed. We plot the storage requirement against the number of user updates in Figure 20(b). The actual line in the graph indicates the storage requirement, which has a sawtooth like behavior. The drop in the graph correspond to the points where the incremental maintenance algorithm chose a new decomposition and migrated to it; thus, there was no migration performed at batch 1, 2, 3, but there was one at batch 4. We also plot the storage for the non-incremental variant of Agg, which we obtain by running incremental decomposition and setting $\eta$ to
observe that the migration time decreases and the storage in Figure 26(a). Here, as we increase the value of $\eta$ algorithm on varying model. We run the Agg variant of incremental maintenance performs migration when the structure within the spreadsheet with respect to $\eta$. Overall, we find that a policy of this form (with

Figure 22: Update range performance vs (a) Sheet Density (b) Column Count (c) Row Count

Figure 23: Insert row performance vs (a) Sheet Density (b) Column Count (c) Row Count

Figure 24: Select performance vs — (a) Sheet Density (b) Column Count (c) Row Count

Figure 25: Storage comparison for sample spreadsheets.

Figure 26: Incremental Hybrid Decomposition: (a) Trade-off with respect to $\eta$. (b) User operations vs. Storage.

0. Overall, we find that a policy of this form (with $\eta = 1$) only performs migration when the structure within the spreadsheet has substantially changed.

To study the impact of $\eta$, we consider one such point where the spreadsheet has diverged from its original Agg-based data model. We run the Agg variant of incremental maintenance algorithm on varying $\eta$. We plot $\eta$’s impact of the time taken to migrate and the storage requirement of the final decomposition in Figure 26(a). Here, as we increase the value of $\eta$ we observe that the migration time decreases and the storage requirement increases. At lower values of $\eta$, the algorithm gives preference to finding the optimal solution while ignoring the migration cost. We can observe this from the low storage cost, and the high time required to migrate the data in to the new decomposition. When $\eta > 100$, the optimization aims at minimizing the migration cost at the expense of sacrificing the optimality of storage. Here, we observe a zero migration time, as the algorithm returns the original decomposition, and has the worst storage requirement.

B. Presentational Access with Updates

1) Varying Parameters

We now perform an evaluation of presentational access with updates on varying various parameters of the synthetic spreadsheets. For this evaluation, we focus on the two primitive data models i.e., ROM and RCV, with the spreadsheet being represented as a single table in these data models. Since we use synthetic datasets where cells are “filled in” with a certain probability, we did not involve hybrid data models, since they would (in this artificial context) typically end up preferring the ROM data model. These primitive data models are augmented with hierarchical positional mapping. We consider the performance on varying several parameters of these datasets: the density (i.e., the number of filled in cells), the number of rows, and the number of columns. The default values of these parameters are 1, $10^7$ and 100 respectively. We repeat each operation 500 times and report the averages.

In Figure 24 we depict the charts corresponding to average
time to perform a random select operation on a region of 1000 rows and 20 columns. This is, for example, the operation that would correspond to a user scrolling to a certain position on our spreadsheet. As can be seen in Figure 24(a), ROM starts dominating RCV beyond a certain density, at which point it makes more sense to store the data as tuples that span rows instead of incurring the penalty of creating a tuple for every cell. Nevertheless, the best of these two models takes less than 150ms across sheets of varying densities. In Figure 24(b)(c), since the spreadsheet is very dense (density=1), ROM takes less time than RCV. Overall, in all cases, even on spreadsheets with 100 columns and $10^7$ rows and a density of 1, the average time to select a region is well within 500ms.

Figures 22 and 23 depict the corresponding charts for updating a region of 100 rows and 20 columns, and inserting one row of 100 columns for the primitive data models. In Figure 22 we find that the update time taken for RCV is a lot higher than the time for inserts or selects. This is because in this benchmark, DataSPREAD assumes that the entire region update happens at once, and fires $100 \times 20 = 2000$ update queries one at a time. In practice, users may only update a small number of cells at a time; and further, we may be able to batch these queries or issue them in parallel to further save time. In Figure 23 we find that like in Figure 22, the time taken for updates on ROM is faster than RCV since it only needs to issue one query, while RCV needs to issue multiple queries. However, in this case, since the number of queries issued is small, the response time is always within 100ms.

Overall, for both RCV and ROM, for inserting a row, the time is well below 500ms for all of the charts; for updates of a large region, while ROM is still highly interactive, RCV ends up taking longer since $1000s$ of queries need to be issued to the database. In practice, users won’t update such a large region at a time, and we can batch these queries.

Appendix D

Primitive Data Models: Optimality Argument

Earlier in Section 4.B we developed three primitive data models, that represent reasonable extremes if we are to represent and store a spreadsheet in a single table in a database system. Here, we argue that these models are optimal choices with respect to cascading updates, among a large class of data models that we shall describe now.

Requirements. We require each primitive data model in our class to have the following characteristics: (i) The data model should correspond to storing a rectangular region in the spreadsheet. This constraint naturally stems from the way we perceive tables in a two-dimensional interface, in the sense that tables are rectangular, and our data models are stored as rectangular tables on disk. (ii) The tuples in each table should correspond to a uniform geometric structure, and be contiguous in the sheet. The first part of the constraint arises because we store our tables in a relational database, necessitating all tuples to have the same number of attributes. Additionally, we want our tuples to correspond to contiguous regions in the spreadsheet, i.e., they should not have any “holes” in them.

Rectangular and Non-Rectangular Data Models. The data models which satisfy the aforementioned requirements fall into the following two classes: (i) Rectangular. In rectangular data models, each tuple corresponds to a rectangle in the sheet. Clearly, they are uniform geometric units, and are contiguous. A typical example is provided in Figure 27(a). (ii) Non-rectangular. Non-rectangular data models are essentially data models where each tuple does not correspond to a rectangle. For instance, each tuple can either be diagonal with a fixed length, or have a “zig-zag” shape. A typical example where each tuple has zig-zag shape is provided in Figure 27(b).

Updates as Optimality Criterion. We now discuss our optimality criterion. Since we consider a single table, storage is not a concern since every data model has to store all of the data in a table. Furthermore, with any vanilla index, e.g., B+ tree, access can be supported in all models in a similar manner, and likewise for single cells updates. Hence, we focus on updates on the sheet, and how they correspond to reorganizations in backend. Specifically, we focus on row/column inserts/deletes since changing values of existing data in the sheet would result in the same time complexity across all data models.

As we shall soon describe, row/column inserts/deletes can greatly influence the performance of our data models.

Theorem 10 (Optimality). Our primitive data models, coupled with our hierarchical positional mapping schemes, are the only models which do not result in cascading updates from the class of data models discussed above.

Proof: Consider any data model which can be rectangular or otherwise. We know all tuples are uniform in shape, and are contiguous in the sheet. Let say the tuple spans $p$ row and $q$ columns.

There are two possibilities: these tuples are either stored in row major form in the table or in column major form. If we use the former, then a row insert would result in data from $p$ rows to be shifted in the worst case. Equivalently, if the data is stored in column major form, then a column insert would result in data from $q$ columns to be shifted in the worst case. Therefore, cascading updates can be avoided only when one among $p$ and $q$ equals 1. There are three cases now:

1) $p = 1, q \neq 1$: This corresponds to ROM.
2) $p \neq 1, q = 1$: This corresponds to COM.
3) $p = 1, q = 1$: This corresponds to RCV.

This completes our proof.